
FUMC ESL Low Intermediate Lesson


Use That’s Life Lesson 1 The Same Routine


Practice pronouncing these words from the story: 

Read the story on page 4 one line at a time.  Are there any words you don’t know?  Are there 
any words you can’t pronounce.  Listen to the teacher read the story. Answer the questions on 
page 5.


Complete the sentences with the words from the word bank. 

1. Bruno ________________ his life to be the same day after day.

2. Today Bruno ____________ some leftover pizza for breakfast.

3. He ___________ before he takes a shower.

4. He gets dressed before he _______________ his teeth.

5. Bruno ___________________ the number 9 bus downtown.

6. The bus is _________________. Bruno has to stand in the back.

7. His stomach ______________. HIs face hurts, too.

8. “My routine is fine,” ________________ Bruno.

Match the definitions: 

Read the dialog at the top of page 7 with a partner. 
Talk about yourself:


toothpaste station cereal exciting stomach

breakfast routine commercial shower leftover

downtown pizza crowded brushes radio

brushes hurts crowded takes

shaves doesn’t want thinks eats

commercial what you use to clean your teeth

pizza an electronic device that transmits voices and 
music

toothpaste round bread with tomato sauce and cheese

routine an advertisement on the radio or TV

radio the internal body part where food goes

stomach the things you do regularly



1. What wakes you up in the morning? Do you have an alarm clock? Do you wake up when 
you hear the birds singing?  Do you have a radio that wakes you up?  Do your kids wake 
you up?   Do your pets wake you up?


2. What do you do after you get up?  How do you get to class?

3. Do you eat pizza for breakfast?  What do you eat?

4. Do you have the same routine every morning?

5. Do you want your life to be different?

6. So you like to eat leftovers? Does your spouse? Do your kids?

7. Do you listen to the radio in the morning?  Do you watch TV in the morning?  Do you listen 

to music on your phone in the morning?

8. What do you do on the bus?  listen to music, talk on the phone, read a book, look out the 

window, talk to people on the bus


What does Bruno think after he changes his routine? 

Pronunciation:  Some words have silent letters. One letter that is sometimes silent is B used at 
the end of words. Read these words and tell if the B is silent or not.


Some words have a silent G. Read these words and tell if the G is silent.


Some words have a silent H at the beginning. Read these words and tell if the H is silent.


New Routine Later, Bruno thinks

Bruno eats some leftover pizza for breakfast.

He shaves before he takes a shower.

He gets dressed before he brushes his teeth.

He takes the number 9 bus downtown.

Bruno listens to the same radio station.

bathtub cab scrub climb grab lamb debt

doorknob dumb doubt jab thumb web comb

shrub foreign design cologne rag bedbug sign

hour house rhyme help honest hush rhinoceros

hound ghetto ghost handsome harbor wheel happy


